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Harvest from 16 - 17 August, 2013,
Štatenberg Manor, Slovenia
Day 1, Friday, 16 August, 18 h – 22 h

Opening & Framing
Marjeta Novak: I am one of a large, diverse, rich hosting team that has called
this gathering here. Our intention is to reconnect with our inner strength, inner
powers, as individuals, as a community, and as a larger home, as a society.
The idea for this gathering came up last year when a group of group-process
hosts – from the global community of the Art of Hosting - gathered here at
Statenberg. This was the first time a larger group gathered here in the manor in
35 years. This international learning village of 100 people was so touched by the
care and love with which they were held by the local community, that they
asked: what can we do in return? After a series of events, we here from the local
community asked if this year they could support us as Slovenians by giving us a
space in which we could explore our strengths at this time of crisis.
I am grateful to all of you who have chosen to
join us, and also to our hosting team: MaryAlice from New Zealand, Ria from Belgium,
Nina from Germany, Robert, Natalija and Janja
from Slovenia. Of course, we wouldn’t be here
in Statenberg manor if it weren’t for Franc,
who is the steward of this place.

Franc Kociper (Štatenberg Tourist Association):
I’m happy to be in this group of positive
people. I am a representative of the tourist
association of Makole, which is trying to
maintain and revitalise this beautiful
manor of Statenberg. When I see this circle
of people, I know we are on the right track.
The association started 5 years ago, when I
had a desire to come to the manor and
create something. It took 2 years, but we
came here 3 years ago and started to work.
Why? Everybody was complaining about
the leaking roof, the broken glass, but
nobody did anything – just pointing their
fingers at the owner, a successful
aluminium manufacturer with 1500
employees, that didn’t have much interest
in investing in the manor.
So we locals took the broom and started sweeping. One room after another. 1st
floor, then 2nd floor. First we created a multi-functional hall at the entrance, to
enjoy and dance together. First we put together a record collection, then tourist
information about the local area – where to eat, where to sleep, where to go,
what to seek. Then we started to clean the 1st floor for the museum. There is less
furniture than 35 years ago, but there are beautiful frescos. But we want people
to come here and spend several days with us, so they can feel the pulse of the
place. So we went to the 2nd floor, where the demolished rooms were, with
broken doors, windows, furniture. And we started working there – then we ran
out of money (though we didn’t have any to begin with). So we got the idea to
find donors. We called friends and neighbours to come and help us. They brought
paints and furniture and we started decorating. Last year we got 9 rooms ready.
People from the Art of Hosting community came last year, and this inspired us to
create something more. Miha Pogacnik also helped us – with him we run the
project Terra Parsifal. I express my gratitude to him. In future I hope we can take
care of the left wing – we have 19 more rooms to renovate. We would like this
manor to become a space where positive people with excellent ideas come
together. I believe that Marjeta’s idea of Strengths of Slovenia will initiate great
things. It is the first step on the way to a positive future in which we will be
active players. I wish everybody here will get excellent ideas for specific actions
in the manor, the neighbourhood, and also in all of Slovenia. Thank you for
coming.

Marjeta: This is an example of a story – this evening we will be reclaiming the
power of stories through the ancient lineage of meeting in a circle, around a fire.
It has been traditional for Slovenian people to gather around the linden tree, in
village councils, to take decisions together. Today we want to take this further.

Check-in circle

Nina Nisar (Germany) hosts check-in, inviting
people to speak out their name & country.
To get to know each other more… if what I’m
speaking applies to you, stand up. If what I say next
no longer applies, sit down. You are from Slovenia.
You would call yourself local here. You would call
yourself a visitor from outside Slovenia, you have
been here before, you are part of the hosting team.
You have come because you know Marjeta and
Robert, and whatever they are offering, you are
IN!!! You have come because the topic called you
and you feel like hosting Slovenia to its next level.
Or you might not know why you are here, but know
you had to be here.
You’ve seen those of us who are in the hosting team – we’re trying to be here, in
the moments when it’s important for all you Slovenians to go to work together,
we’re here to host you. So you will see us involved, and sometimes holding the

bigger frame so that you can be in conversations. That’s what came out of last
year.

Story sharing
Marjeta: Warming up to stories. Our invitation is to think of a time when you
were really proud that you were from your country. Being Slovenian, I know that
this can be challenging. So we invite a few examples that can guide our
perception and sharing. After a few examples, we will go into groups of 3 for 10
minutes, and you are invited to share one concrete moment when you were
really proud of where you come from.

Mary- Alice Arthur (Get Soaring; new Zealand): You may hear that I was born
in the US. But when I was 25 I moved to New Zealand. I thought I was choosing it,
but I found it was choosing me. After living there for almost 30 years, in that time
I have become a New Zealander. In Wellington right now we are having
earthquakes. But every 2 years we have a big arts festival. As part of that we
have a readers and writers week. One year I was given a free ticket. I had never
gone to this because I thought people who went to this were cultured – more
than me ;-).
But in this opening I witnessed something that made me very proud. In the
tradition of our native people – the Maori – you are welcomed with a song. Some
students from the drama school were performing this. They had selected a song
for each author. For the African, African drums and African song. For the
Canadian, something from that place, and so on. Some of the authors cried. And
all of them said “I have never felt so welcome in my life”. New Zealenders do one
of the best welcomes on the entire planet; we may not follow-up then so

wonderfully … yet we do know how to welcome people. At that moment I knew
why I had chosen this place.
Mahmood Nisar (Afghanistan and Germany). I’m so thankful to be invited to
share this story with you. First I want to share with you how I see the word
‘proud’ in the context of being a refugee coming to Germany. I think the Germans
are very challenged to say that they are proud about their country and their
history. That helped us refugees sometimes to have space for ourselves. If a
nation feels proud of themselves, those who are from outside sometimes don’t
have space. Nationalists can misuse this. What I took from Germany to
Afghanistan is to be aware of this word ‘proud’ – and I change that to
‘commitment’ – I commit myself to Afghanistan and Germany – I invite us from
this story to ask ourselves to commit to a nation and a people.
Now to Afghanistan. For 3 years I have been working in Afghanistan for the
German foreign office. We build schools, bridges, etc., and I’m monitoring, doing
my best to be part of this process. I love that Afghanis are respectful and never
have fears. I’m living in a military camp, working with civilians, we go out to the
people and talk to them about what they need. Sometimes we try to build bridges
between the Afghanis and the Germans. Once we had a German minister with us,
I was with him to help him talk to the people and
hear what they had to say. The people talked to
him, they thanked the German government for
giving $450m for reconstruction. At the same
time, they criticised the minister for the armed
forces and the war that they brought with them.
What I love about the Afghanis is that they are a
proud people, and their pride, combined with
compassion and simplicity, makes it digestible.
Because pride alone is not enough. Imagine
having nothing on earth, and at the same time not
being willing to be sold. Thank you for listening.
30 minutes sharing stories in groups of 3
Marjeta – I would like to hear from a few people: what did you discover when
you listened to these stories?
Sharings from the circle:






“Slovenians speak many languages and can communicate with other
people – others find that a rare quality. I was surprised to hear that – I
also travel a lot to other countries, and I never noticed that. I don’t even
find it a quality – or… I didn’t. I just took it for granted. This was a
revelation to me! “
“In April 91, I was in Barcelona, holding a sign about the new Slovenia,
and the Barcelonans said “Bravo”! You dared to do it, to claim
independence”. I gave them badges to encourage them to take their next
steps”
“When Agatha Christie visited Bohinj in Slovenia in the 1960’s, she was
asked by a journalist whether Bohinj lake and its surroundings could be

the venue for one of her murder stories. “This place is too beautiful to
stage a murder story,” she said. “
Thank you for these stories that show us what we can become aware of if we
choose to do so.

Collective story harvesting
Mary Alice - We are going to continue working with stories. Over the last 3
years, in the Art of Hosting community, we have been working with ‘collective
story harvest’ – listening to stories from communities, projects, organisations,
harvesting them to see what they can tell us. We have found an important thing.
When you listen to something for a purpose, you hear things in a totally different
way. We have invited two stories of Slovenia – we want to listen for what they
can tell us about how we can work together in different ways, how leadership is
changing, and what might be possible in our future.
The road we will travel:









What is collective story harvest.
What themes we will harvest together,
You choose which you are most interested in.
You will meet a team of people and decide how you will do this together.
We will then hear the two stories, and while the storytellers speak, we will be
listening and taking some notes.
Then we will meet again as a team to see what we want to report back to
everyone about what we have learned;
We will hear from every one of our 7 teams, and as we hear from our teams,
we will ask the storytellers to harvest what we have learned from them.
The last ones to report in – one team will be our witnesses.

The themes – I will introduce the themes, place them in the centre, you can walk
1 – New forms and practices of leadership. What are the stories showing us
about new forms and definitions of leadership. How
is leadership being practiced?
2 – New ways of working together. What do the
stories show us about new ways of working
together that work? This question is everywhere. I
was in Bulgaria and they were saying the same thing.
It is also in the US, NZ, OZ, everywhere.
3 – Going viral – What do the stories show us about
what it takes for an action to go viral and be

adopted by many people at once. When does something become a movement?
4 - Resources and resourcefulness – What do the stories show us about
finding new/forgotten/unexpected resources, and how can we build and work
with our own resourcefulness.
5 – Unique strengths of Slovenia – Where in the stories can you sense an
essence of Slovenia at its best. What are these strengths? Out of Denmark’s
bankruptcy in 1830, came the first universal education system and the Golden
Age… what can we learn that might be good today?
6 – Edges of the future in the present - Where can we see or sense something
that might be possible in the future begin to show itself now? What does that say
to us?
7 – Witness - Paying attention to what happens to us (to the storytellers, to the
listeners, to us in the group) as we engage in the process. The witness is
important: are we prepared to really see what is happening among us? It’s about
the feeling between all of us.
As you gather in groups around the different themes, you have 15 minutes to talk
about the theme and decide how you will harvest together. Afterwards, arrange
yourselves so you can see the storytellers. Take cushions or chairs, take papers
and pens and make yourselves ready to hear the stories. We are seeking roughly
equal numbers in the teams.
15 minutes later
Mary Alice – we are going to formally invite the stories. An invitation makes the
space for a story. No interpretation while the stories are being told.
Roughly 15 minutes per story. Speak clearly, listen loud!! (Accoustics)
Žiga Novak – founder of Martin Krpan Institute…. researching Slovenian culture
from perspective of business, everyday life, past present future

My task is to portray SLO as a success story in 15 minutes. Chicken Little story.
Old theme in story telling – applicable to SLO because of mass hysteria of
negativity in SLo. Also, SLO is geographically shaped like a chicken. Describing
how SLO looks to my generation. Only 5 years ago, we felt like on the top of the
world. Only in 5 years, everything changed. Now we believe that the sky is falling.
Back to the roots – 100 generations (15 centuries) SLO’s might disagree with this
history. Outline for foreigners. Everything started behind a big Russian rivier 15
centuries ago. Why did the Slovenians decide to move in the first place? Our
envy? We heard of the beauty across the river. They swam the rivier, then they
walked for months to paradise on earth. 1st independent state Duchy of ???? –
But other neighbours – foxes, wolves – everybody liked eating chickens. Also
strategic, and carnivores like to travel. for 1 5 centuries the carnivores
dominated the country – the chickens were like slaves, surfs… Peasants
rebellions are a popular part of Slovenian history. Attacked castles, drank, wine –
but nothing really changed. Big change, when we learned to read, write and print
books. Cultural reawakening. Slovenia became a land of authors. We have many
poets and authors of all kinds. We also like
smuggling! As a land of borders, it was a good
source of income. Unfortunately, this habit
continues today – 30% of Slovenia’s economy is
BLACK. Real cultural and political reawakening
in 19th century. Romantic movement. 2 brutal
world wars, Slovenians could cooperate and lost
a big part of their territory. WW2, civil war – red
chickens and black chickens – consequences for
political life even today. One good outcome: all
the carnivores in Europe decided to turn
vegetarian – EU of vegetarian carnivores.
Experiment of socialism – massive chicken farm
experiment – Slovenia had a chance to establish
independence. Became poster boy of EU – good
new member. Until the economic crisis hit 5
years ago. Economy built on rotten foundations, dishonesty and egocentrism…
We have problems seeing ourselves as a success story. We managed to
SURVIVE!!! Even the fact that we preserved our language in the cross-roads of
civilisation. 19th century Slovenian could have died out, today it is thriving.
Throughout history, Slovenians have been very hard-working. They are always
doing something! How productive they are is another story!! Slovenians are
smart and successful as individuals – business, culture, sport. Many of them
succeed when they emigrate. Collectively, we have a problem.
We are survivors – this shows we are adaptable, resilient. We are proud of our
language – but we’re afraid to show it.
Negative side: Slovenians have a problem with cockiness – we think of ourselves
as better people than we are – no self-irony. Slovenians lie in psi questionnaires
more than any other nation in Europe. We have problems of being chickens. Are

afraid of taking risk – putting our head on the line. Also, Slovenians (usually
males) play chicken game. No one will give way.
Chicken Journey – we have to start a new journey, agree on a new calling, lower
our ego (cockiness), bring in some humour about our shortcomings. We’re doing
these things today, thank you for listening!
Nara Petrovič – Clean up Slovenia – mobilised 15% of the population. How can
we achieve that? What was it in that story that made it so successful?
Huge story – so I’ll tell my story. In every movement there is a point where the
why becomes so strong it reaches a tipping point that starts to move the people.
I’ve seen this in many movements,
2009 – I heard the story in Finland about Estonia. It didn’t touch my ‘why’. I was
in the eco-movement, didn’t want to connect to the idea at first. But the call kept
coming back: Nara, make it happen in Slovenia. Who am I? Who am I? But it
didn’t stop, so I decided to go back to Slovenia, send a message and see what
happens.
I’m not good at initiating,
I’m better at following. If
someone will call it, I will
follow, and I have magic
tools (Open Space, etc.) –
first meeting, only 16
people came. Whoever
comes are the right people.
I described the Estonian
project. Then I gave the
choice – we want someone
else to organise this? or we
do it ourselves. We decided
to do it ourselves – next
time, we met with 25! World Café – 5 working groups set up. It began selforganising. After 3 weeks, 70 people came. After every success, we celebrated
immediately. As the groups became autonomous and strong, they began to rebel
against my demeanour and my mumbo-jumbo new age techniques. When the
group reaches puberty, it is important for the founder to move out. I did it – it
was very difficult. The groups found their way very quickly. By December, the
group had its identity – we knew what we were doing. Our enthusiasm was huge
– easy to communicate: No fighting against any one or anything. Only inviting
everybody to an undeniably good cause. 99% of media reports were positive –
mobilising as many people as possible to clean up rubbish in one day.
Building alliances. We went straight to the top – forestry service, etc. It helped us
build our self-confidence and reputation.

We had to prepare our plan well. Jan 12 we had a press conference, we let
everybody know. All media came – we told Slovenia: 3 months to clean-up date
(April 17). That’s when the avalanche started. After that, we were running after
us. We became an attractor, and partners came looking for us. Everything
positive. In the coordination team, there were many arguments!! Many conflicts,
but we left the meeting and kept on looking at the tasks we had to do. We
weren’t so good at communication, but we had enthusiasm. If there wasn’t a way,
we found it, if we couldn’t find one, we made one! 72 hours of work in one week.
Filling up gmail account in 4 months.
Bags and gloves to 100 municipalities tomorrow. Did it in one day!! 90 hours of
work in a week – all unpaid. Only one girl collapsed…
2 days before the clean-up – silence. No phone calls. Nothing. Uh-Oh… We did
what we could, now it’s up to the Slovenian people. The celebration came on the
day of the clean-up. The Slovenian people took up the challenge. Good core-team
protecting the idea against those wanting to steal it or politicise it. The rest was
up to the people. Very few problems, only one person died… they found one body
and one piece of weapon… we cleaned the country. 250 000 people turned out.
We Slovenians ROCK!!!
Afterwards, we looked back to see what actually happened. What had changed in
us and in society around us. We did some calls, 35% of people said they
participated (liars!!) Result was competence, influence, power – I had to accept it
and use it in a good way. The eco-village gained from this also. Now clean-up is in
100+ countries, I travel around to conferences, supporting other countries.
What I learned the perfect person to start the project – young, environmentallyaware, slightly naïve, unattached to money, consistent, persistant… if you know
anybody like that – please come and talk to me.

Harvest
1 – New forms and practices of
leadership. What are the stories
showing us about new forms and
definitions of leadership. How is
leadership being practiced?
We identified some qualities.
Purpose – what he wanted to do, what
the job was. The purpose created the
sense of the anchor so that when the
challenges came, the rebellion, the
resistance, the purpose stayed clear. And
so they got the job done.

Authenticity, purpose, inspiration, horizontal structure, leader’s integrity. Hold the
space – give people place to take responsibility. Self-awareness to find inner
qualities. Accepting own power and commitment. Humility – stepping back at the
right moment.
2 – New ways of working together. What do the stories show us about new
ways of working together that work?
What we heard in the first story – and commomon threads – essential is shared
common purpose.
Try new things – experiment, learn – don’t be satisfied with status quo.
Trust people – trust that the new way will work.
Be rebellious, be persistent, keep the energy high.
Celebrate together, make ways where there are none – if all else fails, use magic
tools!

3 – Going viral – What do the stories show us
about what it takes for an action to go viral and be
adopted by many people at once. When does
something become a movement?
We are pressed down until we burst out. Something
has to press us in the first place.
We moved something, we have power. Then the
snowball becomes an avalanche… then we
celebrate – Drinking is our first Slovenian national
sport. And we give recognition: you’re a good
drinker! A good fighter.
4 - Resources and resourcefulness – What do
the
stories
show
us
about
finding
new/forgotten/unexpected resources, and how
can we build and work with our own
resourcefulness.
We already have the inner resources that we
aren’t aware of. We don’t know how to connect and
do stuff, bring our inner resources out into life.
Some inner feeling about doing something good. We want to have a clean
environment, to feel good about ourselves as good Slovenians. Doing something
with the resources that we have.
Circle of sustainability – give and we will get back.

We can dare to do things, learn on the way, even if we don’t have the resources
when we start.
The story itself is a resource – it got others on board; Also the enthusiasm and
positivity.
5 – Unique strengths of Slovenia – Where in the stories can you sense an
essence of Slovenia at its best. What are these strengths?
3 poems – You have to love someone. We have love for nature, for each other.
We have flexible, we have resistance. If you walk your path, you have to walk to the
end.
We are grounded – we can find meaningful projects,
we have persistence to go to the end, and the
naiveté so we don’t stop.
We share our love through language – to nature
and to each other.
Trust, flexibility, persistence – astronauts use this
poem connecting with each other when orbiting
mother earth through the stars.
Read poem in Slovenian. In life you should go to the
end – even if it means to the small roads – always
challenge yourself and go one step further.
6 – Edges of the future in the present - Where can we see or sense something
that might be possible in the future begin to show itself now? What does that say
to us?
Slovenians show the tendency
together to get mobilised around
ideas with higher/wider causes –
not only for Slovenia but with the
planet. We like to share these
ideas with leaders who are
collaborative, connect people, and
who are willing to step down if
necessary, because the cause is
more important.
We like to get together,
participate activity to do something good, as directly as possible. Taking advice
from people sitting around a linden tree – deciding collectively.
Ideas have to be shared through the media with positive examples. 70% of the news
is bad news. We need positive news if we want tomorrow to be better than today!

Questions that can travel to other contexts

How could SLO now take advantage of being at the
crossroads of Europe?
What is the most precious thing that could be smuggled
into people’s awareness?
What story could help the avalanche start?
What principles can be the solid ground for the project?
What can be immediately celebrated?
If the carnivores all become vegetarians, how can Chicken rule?
What helps create conscious leaders who inspire and support other conscious
leaders? (What if the leader were many?)

Other
questions:
Žiga’s story
-

How do you break a state (situation) of corruption?
How do you break a long-standing negative view of a place?
How could being the “chicken” among carnivores be turned into an
advantage now?
Where can collaboration be called forth and engendered?

-

What calls us to take a journey to ‘the other side of the river’? To cross the
boundary?
What helps to extrapolate the ability to be at the top of your trade/craft to
the way we work together?
If you could only write one book, what would the title be?
Where can you go to be in a more beautiful place?
What action/meme/story can shift the future of a place?
What founding (or historical) story could shift the current perspective?
Where could positivity be smuggled into the country now?
What helps us rise to the view we have of ourselves?
What could begin a cultural re-awakening in a place or nation?
What could build a capacity and a leaning towards cooperation?
What would support a rise of positive culture through the reclaiming of
language? What in the language needs to change?

Nara’s story





















What supports stepping into acceptance around a viral campaign, to pass
the movement on to the people?
What helps us to stay open and keep learning as we go?
What creates the solid plan that forms the nucleus for success?
What shifts self-belief enough to believe in yourself and answer the call?
What starts the snowflake avalanche? How many snowflakes break the
branch?
How do you strongly protect the idea but be open to how others might be
involved/create results?
How do you build the confidence to ‘go to the top’ when forming
alliances?
What “magic tools” are available to help create a strong start/a
movement?
What deeply touches my “Why” and makes me answer the call?
What builds our daring, persistence, commitment, joy in our work?
What helps each of us be clear about what skills and talents we hold?
What creates the ‘attractor factor’ around an event? What could make us
seem magnetic, attractive, energetic?
How do I build and wisely use my confidence, influence, power?
How can you build in reflection time for self and initiative?
How do you become aware enough of group process development so the
group stays together and rides the wave?
What could you stop fighting against?
How do we keep the energy flowing?
What would you do if everyone was with you?
If you were now handed a microphone and all the world was listening,
what would you say?
What small success could you celebrate?

Storytellers: what have you learned?
What Slovenia is showing is problems with our leaders. We have average leaders –
negative selection. Why don’t we have more leaders who are ready to step down at
the right moment? How are we contributing to selecting Slovenia’s leaders?
I’ve seen quite a few paradigm shifts that were present – also attempts to look for
power where we are weak, but we interpret it as power.
3-minute video – how to make a movement. Telling the story in a different way:
how to smuggle the idea. Must look simple and be a challenge.
The story is important – I see this again and again. Storytellers shape society more
than politicians. Poetry is a very important part of storytelling. Sanctity – holiness.
I want to invite the learning village to make evenings of poetry – things we write
during the day and share it! This is a way to make our power manifest.
We smuggled something into the people’s consciousness – they were tricked!
Everybody was tricked – including the PM. What exactly was it?
7 – Witness - Paying attention to what happens to us (to the storytellers, to the
listeners, to us in the group) as we engage in the process.
Every time Žiga told something negative, people shrank into themselves. The
personal story of Nara, people started to touch each other. Impact when the
speaker connected emotionally with people. Amplification loop. Peace and
raptness.
Concrete descriptions make things seem possible – sparks appear in people’s eyes.
Practical explanations caused different vibrations than theoretic descriptions – do I
agree or not? vs how can I use this?

Connection between the 2 storytellers – brought the reality of this into the room.
Bringing the outside, the reality. When everything came into the centre, the rules
opened. Connection with Estonia. Empowerment and inspiration at the end.

Day 2, Saturday, 17 August, 9.00 – 18.00

Check-in circle
Marjeta: Our experience tells us that conversations can change us – we can come
out different with new perspectives and ideas – a bit of that seems to have
happened yesterday already. Actions can spring from this. These 2 days are an
experience of being in conversation through stories, and letting the space for
emergence of whatever comes next. Today’s space will be held by an
international group of people who have come here to support us to have the
conversations that now matter for Slovenia, for the time we are in, for the
passion we are holding, or the interest, or the questions. Let’s invite everyone to
speak their name and country, to hear who is here today with us.
Mary-Alice: Often when we’re in groups – especially in business groups – they
say ‘what is this word “harvesting” – we don’t know what it means’. But
gardeners know what it means. We make space with intention. Our harvest is
beauty, or food, or sustainable land. We make an intention and plant according to
that intention. The same is true when working with a group. One thing we want
to harvest here is hope. A new perspective. I look at the shape of Slovenia and I
ask myself: is it really a chicken? Is it another bird? Is it a phoenix? Or something
else. We are gardening in a group, which is why we use the word harvest.
We have created the things we are doing today with the idea of what we want to
harvest. What do we want to plant, what do we want to harvest together? Think
about that for yourselves as you go into the day.

Marjeta: We have people who weren’t there yesterday – so we invite some of
you who were there yesterday to share some moments…
Voices from the circle:


“Everybody here is so positive, open to talk to other people – that’s rare in
Slovenia. We aren’t as negative as we act in our society. I’m going to attend
this kind of events more in the future, in my own country!”



“My experience of Slovenians is different than how Slovenians think of
themselves – warmth and welcome”



“Surprised by how strong our stereotypes about ourselves – grateful about
the willingness to welcome the difference – strongest experience of paradigm
shift I have experienced in my life”



“Strength is often with things that we do easily for us and our country – so
normal that we forget. Like mountain streams you can drink from. What is
here before our eyes”



“20 years I have worked on potential of Slovenia, I feel the land, spirit, our
national potential – yesterday evening, the key was when I was explaining
what we prepared, I felt the love start to pulse from the love in SLOVEnia.”



“I feel a little bad about part of the reason why we are speaking in English,
not in Slovenia – I would feel better if we speak first in Slovenian, then in
English. When I read the invitation and decided to come, it was YES to be
here and maybe be able to support with the feeling, and still more than that, I
felt that this conversation that will happen here is a conversation that will
happen all over the world, that I can maybe learn something from this
gathering for a future happening in Finland where I live. I see you who have
come here as the pioneers. I have not been part of this kind of conversation,
with this topic, before.”



“I’m not sure why I’m here – a strong intuition from my contacts with
Sloevnian culture and history, now very strong connection to the future –
hopeful energy – I feel this intuition is right. This country has a foot in the
future, possibly more than other countries.”
Conversation about language – proposal to speak
mother tongue when we feel what we have to say
is particularly meaningful. If in Slovenian there will
be interpretation! We ask for help if we need it.
Principle of village/community: Ask for what you
need, offer what you can. Slovenian language is
one of its strengths! It enlivens the energy in the
space. Importance of people feeling equally valued
and participating. When there’s translation, there’s
a subtle sense that one language is more important
than the other. This is solved when people speak in
whatever language they wish to speak in. In Egypt,

in a similar conversation, about English and Arabic. But sometimes the
vocabulary wasn’t there in Arabic – first they needed to learn a new type of
language that existed in English, but not in Arabic! In the end, we mostly used 2
languages in our gatherings, everybody speaks whatever is easiest, and ensures
that somebody is available to translate. We did that to avoid doubling the
speaking time because of translation. But perhaps it’s worth taking the time
(we’re always in such a hurry) If something is worth saying, it’s worth taking the
time so that everybody can understand it. If languages is one of the strengths of
Slovenia, foreigners enjoy listening to it – maybe we can use it more often today.
Let’s try working in both languages!
Marjeta: Framing for today: we will go more into the DNA of Slovenia until
lunch, then we will have an act of love for Slovenia – after that we will go into
proaction mode, what are some next steps we can make as individuals and as a
community, on behalf of our Society, to have more of the future we want?
Mary-Alice: In modern life we tend to forget about our peripheral vision. We
focus on what is in front of us and don’t see the rest. In the Art of Hosting
community, we learn to pay attention both to the centre and the rim. This is the
energy of the universe: a constant interchange between the centre and the edges.
Often our societies tell us that only the centre is important, that the edges have
no power. Here we are introducing the Torus pattern for our society – it’s a
dance between centre and edge – both are equally necessary, because the centre
provides stability and continuity, whilst the edges innovate and bring renewal.

Story sharing
Next activity: Story sharing. Find a partner –
preferably a Slovenian and non-Slovenian if
possible! At least choose someone you don’t
know, or don’t know very well. We invite you to
walk and talk for 30 minutes. If you are
Slovenian, tell about a time when you
experienced Slovenia at its best. What essence of
Slovenia did you experience? If you are a visitor:
when you think about Slovenia, how have you
experienced this (whatever you are thinking
about). I demonstrate with a story of New
Zealand at its best. In my community where I
lived, a mosque opened. I was very curious, but I
didn’t feel like I could go to the door and say
“hello! let me in”. One day I saw a sign, “Open Day
at the Mosque”. So I went to that day; and people
were wearing a sign: “ask me any question”. And
they gave us a tour of the whole building. They
showed us where they prayed. They had put on

the wall all the details and background about Islam. They put out books and
pictures. For us women, in one corner there were clothes to try on. So you could
try on the headscarf, and they would take a photo and email it to you. Downstairs
they had food. We had a very good time! I realise this is us at our best. When we
are allowed to be curious and ask questions, and come closer to each other
because we understand. And I thought to myself: “What if every day were open
day at the Mosque?”
Break

World café – Strengths of Slovenia café
We’ve come out of listening to many stories from yesterday, we’ve heard stories
of Slovenia at its best. We want to offer a space now, until lunch, for us to drill
down into what is the DNA of Slovenia and the strength of Slovenia. What
becomes possible if we altogether reclaim that strength?

We’re inviting all of us into a space of listening. One way of going into that space
of possibilities is by asking powerful questions and working with the questions,
allowing our imaginations to go into what really calls us. As we do so, we might
discover that there’s a hidden assumption within us that the future is just going
to be more of the past. We’re inviting us into a space of not believing that. I want
to keep that which is beautiful and works well into the future, but what if we
could, for a moment, from a wholehearted place, right now, listen to the highest
possibility that Slovenia can invoke in us. We are inviting the Spirit of Slovenia to
join us, and we are inviting all of us to open to have her speak through us. Lucija
has visualised Slovenia beautifully here! (chicken on the centrepiece)

From now until lunch we will be in different small constellations, where we will
be guided by 3 questions, one after the other. In a bit, I will offer the first
question. In the group you are in right now, you are invited to explore that
question. After that, we’re going to change seating, and attend to the second
question with other people. So we can hear from a lot of people and be inspired
by as many people as possible. One of us will be invited to stay where we are, so
that you can invite those who are joining you into a nutshell of the conversation
you have just had. Some principles that help us move through these
conversations – that hold that sense of possibility. We have printed them for you.
I want to speak us through some of them:
-

-

Focus on what matters. This is our time together, use it well. Focus on
what matters to you.
Speak your thinking and your experience – have your speaking come from
your experience, what is embodied and alive.
Speak from the hearth – from the highest possibility of Slovenia, from
what really touches you.
Listen to understand - not only what others say, but to understand your
own sensing, what your own physical instrument is receiving, which
might be more than what the person is saying in words. Listen for deeper
understanding, for deeper meaning.
Doodle, draw, have fun. You find paper and pen in the middle. we want to
use them in a way that will help that which is possible to manifest. When
we think a thought and write it down, it’s different than when we just
think it.

As we go through the conversations, harvest from round number 1 in “egg
number 1” – Question No 2 will be in donut No 2. One person in your group
please draw the three same shapes on your paper.
Question 1:
What new insights have these stories awakened in me?
How have your partner’s answers expanded your perspectives?

20 minutes later: you’ve been given 2 post-it notes – they’re small, you can’t
write a dissertation but a gold nugget will fit – you now have 2 minutes to decide
on what 2 insights you want to report for your group.
We want a value-added report back. We want to hear back from you your
insights – but if someone else has already given the insight, please choose
another one! We will gather all our post-it notes on this wall chart, we will
cluster them. Let’s hear from 5-6 groups, your TOP insight – it’s challenging to
choose between your children, but see if you can choose one.
















Slovenia we have the capacity for creative positive breakthrough from time
to time, we are able to cooperate and join together.
Being small is an advantage, because of that we are curious and loyal to each
other.
We often break down the stereotypes with which foreigners come to our land
When we know what we do, this ‘what’ seems to be really important. When
this ‘what’ is missing, then we’re lost. Even if we have a why, if we don’t have
a common what…
The best time for Slovenia is now, the crisis is an opportunity to develop and
work together not only now but in the future.
Advantage of Slovenia being small: because it’s so connected, it offers a
chance to try out new things, new models, and see clearly what it does. To do
this, not in a way that other big carnivores start to shut it down (nonthreatening)
Opening – with the nature and the fertile land of Slovenia, it’s a natural womb
for conceiving new project, ideas, connections and interconnections.
Connection – there are so many small groups in SLO that work well together,
but they aren’t connected together in the way they could be (technology) –
maybe we don’t know about each other, we only learn when there’s a huge
action like Clean Up Slovenia. But we have lots of resources that can support
us in that.
In our past we were successful because we were able to find our inner
strength and resources. Now the trend is to think big, use big resources, we
are good at using only what we have, and not craving for what is outside our
borders. What we need to allow is this huge flow of ideas, so that we can
more usefully use our inner strengths and resources
The power of the place where we are, the mountains and the rivers, they
address our deep connection with the earth and the sky, the awareness of the
cycles, of what to do and how to do it. This is why Slovenia is so rich with
creativity that is rooted in the richness of
language and space. The spaces of
Slovenia support the life mission of those
who are here and those who are yet to
come, and the agriculture is one of the
possibilities for this wholeness to root
down and express itself.
How
important
intergenerational
cooperation is. We need to give more
attention to the wider family. This is the









primary cell of every society – extended family. This is where we see the
potential to realise all the things we were talking about. It’s possible when we
leave this place and go back to our places, we can bring our inspiration and
ideas from here – the theory is one thing, the practice is everything. We have
homework to do.
Wholeheartedness. All the inner resources we have been carrying inside
ourselves, we can join together in collective wisdom.
We have immense strengths – knowledge, ideas, connection between people,
we have to be proud of what we have, rather than keep seeking models and
approaches from outside, and only seeing our own people as less worthy and
people from outside as more worthy.
Slovenia is very diverse in landscape – there is lots of diversity among us, this
can also connect us. Respecting this diversity is very important.
Not only applicable to Slovenia: it’s necessary to reach a conclusion/decision
– the decision must remain clear, simple, and we stay within the process
while we’re clear about it. To change reality, we need to change the way we
speak.
When we started to listen to all the answers coming from other groups, we
used the ‘eyebrows’ – yes we will be last! Everything we heard from other
groups, we condensed into the sentence: Today we see each other in a new
way. We understand each other as individuals as well as as a group, in a new
way. The 2nd most powerful thing for us, expressing itself through every story
we shared: there is a huge longing in us for cooperation and co-creation.
These 2 insights – the strongest empowerment happened when we heard:
WHAT.

Mary Alice – I think this is a butterfly moment. You know the cycle of the
butterfly: the Caterpillar eats and eats, and has no idea of what it will become.
One day the impulse comes, it’s called the ‘imaginal cell’. First the body of the
caterpillar rejects this cell. But more come, and more come, and eventually it has

to obey this impulse. Which is when they begin to make the chrissalys. The next
stage is when the body of the caterpillar becomes liquid. It has to let go of old
structure. This is a moment of GREAT FAITH. Let go of everything you know, and
let the new come. Then inside this very small space, becomes the body of the
butterfly. Once I was given a monarch butterfly for Christmas. I watched the
butterfly develop. At one point, the cocoon becomes transparent. You can see a
possibility inside, but you cannot conceive of how something as big as a monarch
can be in something so small as this cocoon. There comes a moment when the
butterfly must break out. Nature shows us, in seeds, in eggs, in butterflies – there
must be the breaking out. There must be enough pressure or stress so that the
butterfly has the strength to eventually fly. If you help it, by cutting open the
cocoon, it will never be strong enough to fly. This coming together, when it
comes out of the chrysalis, it hangs there for some time, letting the moisture
evaporate. Eventually, it practices, flaps and flies. That’s what we’re doing. We’re
getting the strength to fly. It’s a moment of faith, to believe that something that
beautiful is already here. I hear it, I see it, I feel it. All we have to do is believe in it
enough, and share with other people. I like Nara’s story. First we were 16. We
wanted a big group, and we were 25. I met someone from Sudan, their proverb is
that 5 fingers can do something big together.
We’re going to bypass question No 2 and go to No 3.

How can we reclaim our unique DNA?
What would become possible if we did?
In your group, see who wants to stay at this
flipchart (the fire keeper), and who wants
to become the travellers. In the old days,
because we stayed where we were born, we
loved to have travellers because they told
us about what happens in the rest of the
world. If you consider yourself an
ambassador for the group you were just in.
Take that harvest in your basket and take it
to your next group. Look to come to a new
group where no one of the people you were
with is in.

Harvest: HOW? What?
HOW?



With respect, connecting diversity – example of the gardening and the earth,
how rooting and technology can be connected.
Self-responsibility – to get over our need for a master. control/censorship –
we are used to be under surveillance.



















Reclaim our natural environment and its potential. Spread the experience to
others
Activate and connect the experience of older people, and the knowledge of
the young. The old are the motor, the young are the fuel. We should offer this
knowledge to others.
To notice, recognise, acknowledge knowledge in other people (from abroad),
and also that we express what we see in others, so whatever positive and
constructive we see in ourselves and in others, we express. And we use it to
our own benefit and that of the rest of the world.
Trust – through listening to and understanding others and ourselves, in order
to build trust, we need to start with ourselves and our self image, and develop
and create places where we can listen to each other, especially, we need to
start here and now. Our goal, to leave from here with a specific task of what
we want to change in ourselves, and later on, more widely in groups we
operate in.
Start through self-awareness, with
development
of
wholesome
identity, because if we are
connected to our real identity,
then we can really create and
through this we can really
cooperate and co-create.
We Slovenians are charitable –
inside Slovena and towards the
outside. This positive aspect of
ours, we could use in a way that
motivates us to develop a model
that can be of use to others as
well.
Yesterday we spoke about how
strong Slovenes are individually, and how important it is to create selfawareness in order to co-create. Right here we have a specific situation, a
conflict within the family when someone decides not to eat meat but
someone else is against that. We realise how important it is to start to
develop the ability to connect with others across differences. The question is:
is it really about reclaiming our unique DNA or is it about transforming it.
To be aware that what’s important is awareness that we create everything
ourselves, and that we are able to take on this responsibility for ourselves for
our deeds and actions. That we allow ourselves to feel this ability in
ourselves.
Speak out, so we start to communicate the things which are worth
communicating. When we self-express what wasn’t expressed before, then
we can speak up, to the things that really matter to us and to society. Then we
start to connect to people. When we do that, we can hold the space and the
processes where things can emerge. From there, the new future can be born.
We already expressed all the aspects of this unique DNA of SLO, how do we
model it, that’s another question. Everybody can start with small steps. That
means a conscious choice to do things differently than we did before –
everybody can do that, starting with very simple things. To do that, we need







courage. So let’s use this courage to start doing new things. Always go one
step further than we would normally dare to go.
We must allow ourselves to ask for help sometimes. We start to connect and
cooperate better as groups
Emerging thread: It’s easy: it’s so connected with nature. We realise we don’t
go to nature just to walk and feel fine. When we reconnect with nature, we
reconnect deeply with ourselves, our identity, our roots. Back to the roots –
in two senses, both literally – water, mountain, etc. and also look back to
ancient wisdom that is present in this area. Abundance and resource of
proximity of nature. Let us be aware of this and bring it to the youngsters – to
schools, kindergartens.
Sharing skills and knowledge – from older to younger generation.
What is it that needs to be done? What do we do 3 times a day? We eat. The
biggest problem in Slovenia now is that we are insufficiently self-sufficient in
food. Only 30%, despite our nature and possibilities. Grow, seek, buy, share,
locally-produced food. A few tonnes of peaches will not end up in a juice
factory, but now will distribute peaches around Slovenia.

What becomes possible when we take all this in?






First of all our own individual unique DNA. Then we can become a clear
channel for whatever wants to be manifested through us. Which is magic!
Poets – another way to share, through poetry. Through art, hand crafts, when
I share stories, I can include my own poem, our Slovenian poems. I can share
my friend’s jewellery with others.
We are respected in terms of supporting diversity, the uniqueness of every
individual, if we continue doing that, we will support the emergence of
individuals of inner strength who won’t be forced to fight for their survival –
they will continue to support the diversity of others.
Thriving instead of surviving

Take a deep breath. The spirit of Slovenia is happy.
After lunch we want to take some silent reflection time.

Silent solo reflection time
After lunch – Now we’re inviting you into a different space. To decompress from
all the activity that’s been going on, outside and inside – to really breathe. We are
inviting us to 20 minutes of solo time, in silence. We are inviting us all to connect
with this place here. Beyond the manor. Many of you are here for the first time,
and had no idea that this place existed until a few days ago. Go out and connect
to the space that is holding us here. Forest, lake. As proposed by some of you this
morning, go in silence, connect with nature and listen to whatever emerges. Out
of speaking mode and into deep listening mode. Listening to nature, to oneself, to
spirit, one invitation of what to listen for:
What is mine to do? Taking in all these stories, conversations, images of others,
how is this digesting in me? What am I really called to? We’re not going to ask
you to share that with us. Feel free to really listen. Our sincere invitation is for
silence, for 20 minutes. If you feel called to do so, take notes, draw, whatever
serves you to reconnect to wisdom.

Pro action café
Ria Baeck: We are building on everything that came before. We will bring our
attention back to where we live and work after this gathering. This methodology
is called Proaction Café. You have the great honour to have the two co-initiators
with you. That wasn’t planned, but we are here! Rainer and myself.
A little story about how it started. Rainer, working in the European Commission,
and knowing different people in that BIG organisation who wanted to have some
change. He invited these people in the evening to what was called Proaction
Circle, to support one another. My part of the story is that people came to me
who had enjoyed a world café like you did this morning, and were totally excited
about it. I ended up doing a world café with a friend, where the originally excited
people were no longer part of the initiative. Rainer was one of the participants in
the World Café. He saw the potential of having more people together supporting
each other, so that he didn’t only have 12 people in a group and need another
evening for another 12 people. So we looked for a way to combine the world café
with the little groups and intimate conversations, with certain topics that people
brought themselves.
In a few minutes, we will have 14 tables, with 14 people who can put their
question or project in the middle. The other 3 who will join over the different

rounds are like peer coaches. The point is not to solve the problem of the other,
but that over the conversation, you deepen the person’s view of his own
project/topic. It’s about deep listening and asking questions, rather than giving
advice.
We will have 3 rounds, and the ones holding the topic will stay put at the table
where they start. The others will travel to different tables for the 3 rounds.

Now, 14 people have the opportunity to be coached by the collective intelligence
of the others. What, during these days/today, has come up as an idea, a new
project, or maybe it’s a project you have already started, but you want to have
input for. It doesn’t matter what stage your project is at – all questions and topics
are welcome.
Whoever has a question, topic, project – come and write your name, and 1 or 2
words – and speak in 2 sentences to everyone. Take a flipchart, a number, pens,
and put yourself somewhere at a table. All the others who don’t have a project,
just join one you like to join. Only 4 people at a table. Just to stay in a very
intimate conversation.
Danilo – local learning company – developing local communities and
opportunity for young people to find their career. And support local
development
Jana – I’m collecting beautiful moments. I ask people to draw such a moment
from last week. I want to collect 1000 beautiful moments per continent.
Marjeta – What wants to grow from this gathering today? This whole idea of the
strengths of Slovenia. What is possible?

Franc – I want to establish an international foundation for revitalisation and
preservation of Statenberg manor. I see this as an opportunity for development
of tourism in this area.
Edin – my project is a different school. How to bring this shape of conversation
and joint exploration into schoos
Jasper – I’m interested in the question how we can connect as individuals and as
communities, with other currencies than money. Alternative currencies: what is
that?
Dejan - I would like to represent exchange circle in Maribor – First meeting was
on 7/7/13 – 20 people, we made an exchange of goods and services, I want to
make a core group that will help this movement to grow
Jožica – In our society for empowerment of humans, we have a section for
holistic tourism of the sacred mountain. Boc mountain is full of spaces of
awareness and power. We would like to help evolve and support that other
people can be spoken to by these places as well.
Darja – Integral Economy Slovenia as a new model of economy in society, good
for Slovenia and the world. I’m representing a group of organisers of the first
international conference on integral economy, September 17-19 September in
Maribor. I’m looking for at least 30 slovenian projects and development models
that we will be showing at a conference and connect them with integral economy
with examples from the world.
Marie-Hélène : Work with system conversations and AoH tools, to look into the
history, current dynamics and possible future in cities and regions, and in this
way to integrate the people into the movements of the local governments.
Saša: I want to know what is necessary in order for communication to begin
between 2 radically different opposite groups. for example, my group as
someone who would like to address a very different group with a goal to create
cooperation. I would like to know wht is the necessary entry point to even begin
communication.
Milan – I represent the society Key of Life, that aims to transform our mentality,
to not magnify things that are outside ourselves. We believe the moment has
come to turn our attention inwards, we are receiving channelled information
from points in Slovenia, on which we will be able to turn back inwardly towards
ourselves. First points are to come back to nature. Next points follow our chakras
from fears to divinity. The main area is in Slovenian alps.
Tatjana – I wish to establish a farm based on biodynamics and permaculture,
where there would be not one owner or small group of owners but would be
open to everyone who wants to contribute.
Aleš – society for empowerment of humans. We are preparing a project on urban
learning farms. We are trying to solve 2 problems: self-sufficiency and youth
unemployment. We are developing a programme to use on the urban learning
farm, that would maintain self sufficiency and employ young people.

(ELENA – in the name of Miha Pogacnik, initiator of Terra Parcifal, to greet you
here and express gratitude to Marjeta for this beautiful implementation of AoH
in Parsifal’s land. This great Slovenian legend that Slovenia doesn’t recognise as
its own. Miha has a project of Polyphonic Europe – how it gets born in Slovenia
on the edge of Europe. The voices I have heard upstairs, so many desires for
mutual cooperation, I hope they will find their place in this big regional project, I
invite you to collaborate in it! )
The overall question for the first round: What is the quest behind the
question? Everybody has a project… we are looking for what is under the
surface. Why is this person now stuck, perhaps? You are asking more questions
so that the person gets smarter about his/her self and project. At the end of the
round, the person might have a new question about his/her project.
Mary Alice: The word ‘quest’, is a word that belongs to the knights who go into
the forest looking for the grail. The grail stands for our highest aspirations. The
grail question is “whom does the grail serve?” This question we sent you into the
silence with: what is mine to do? I say to people, on 21 December, when the
world didn’t end, a new energy came which is quite demanding, that we do what
is ours to do. Not someone else’s expectation, not someone else’s job, but what
we are here to do. And this is the essence of that question. What do you really
want to do this? We are finding the heart of the purpose.
20 minutes:
Ria: Next round, a new focusing question. What is still missing. The first round
was about going deep – the next round is about going wider. The one holding the
topic speaks a bit about how the question has already changed – then you go into
what else. What is missing?
20 minutes:
Little coffee break, 15 minutes, to be used by the topic hosts to reflect, prioritize.
Serve your host coffee or tea. After the break, come back to a different table.
After the break: 3rd and last round. I want to remind everyone that we raise
questions not necessarily to raise questions, but to elicit the questioning inside
the person. A mindset in the conversation, be of service to the other so they get
smarter by themselves. In the last round, you can focus on a few questions. The
first question, you can each hold and think about: What am I learning about
myself? Each of you can share that in your little group. For the hosts, the other
questions are: what am I learning about my project/question? and What is
the next step that I will take? What kind of help do I still need?
This is a short round, you are of service of the people who hold the question.
After this round we will come together in a circle to hear a few things from each
table host.

Closing round
Short closing of the Proaction café, where we give each table host the
opportunity to speak one or two big things – learning, insight, gratitude –
whatever it is. If you ever do this in a smaller group or with more time, you can
have learnings from each participant. The funny thing is, even if you’re
supporting others with your listening and questions, you learn something
yourself. Now we will only hear from the hosts who want to share one or two
things. One minute!



“Such a shift happened that I am very excited. A powerful breakthrough!
I’m shaking! My question was how to communicate with two groups.
What happened was the whole process of questions, answers. It was
going through the understanding that maybe I’m expressing my own
stereotype or beliefs, or that I need to change my perspective. Towards
the end of the process I realised that we were using all known ways of
thinking and understanding the community. The breakthrough was that
my fear and doubts on communication was based on my experience of
frozen trauma. I couldn’t verbalise it because it’s old, it’s embedded.
Therefore it’s not conscious, and cannot be verbalised. Acknowledging
that was for me a huge release. I understood that I couldn’t verbalise it
because I’m part of this community. My question was : do we need to deal
with it? It’s up to us. The answer is: don’t go into it if you don’t know what
you’re doing. You can ask for help from someone outside. There is already
an opportunity to address this frozenness today. The suggestion was to
create an ad hoc event and use a method called ‘political constellations’,













and discover in 45 minutes with the help of some volunteers, answers to
this situation. Thank you! I’m lighter now!”
“A different school: I started from my own situation. I teach philosophy.
Questions emerged: how about other classes? How about a school based
on these principles? Then How about the whole educational system based
on these principles? The idea is to meet the needs of the students, and
make it possible for them to empower themselves and fully express
themselves, so they explore themselves and their relationships. “
“I want to thank all who participated at my table. You gave me some good
insights and good ways where to go. And you also provoked me with
many questions I will have to find answers to. Special thank you to those
who offered help – I will certainly seek it. I would like to connect with
project No 14 – I’ve heard it’s similar and I think we can help each other. “
“This has been an intensive process for me – I’ve learned that I need to be
very protective of my space when it comes to old patterns coming my
way, as they are still very strong. My insight is still fragile. A way to
safeguard my space – it’s a priority – is to tap into the female archaic
energy that I strongly feel here in your country. It has qualities of the wild
feminine. At this stage I really need this sisterhood, so that my project can
gain inner strength to come out in the open. I’m deeply grateful to all the
sisters who are here and who are channelling this energy of your
beautiful country.”
“International foundation for revitalising and sustaining Statenberg
manor. I invite you to cooperate in this project. As initiators, members of
the council board, collaboration in the marketing department, internet,
facilitators, all people of good will who want to help. I’m very grateful to
every one who came to my table and offered good ideas. I offer my
cooperation to everyone, especially exploration of Boč and Terra Parsifal.”
“In our group we focused on holistic tourism of Boč. I also want to express
my gratitude for encouragement, ideas, questions. The result of this
process, that I even more deeply feel that that the time is right to make
bold steps ahead. Lots of work has been done already, and it is time for all
this work that has already been invested to open up and finds the best
way to reach people. All the dialogues happening here acknowledged that
there is a huge need for the gifts that Boc offers. It’s time for it all to come
together in a new quality of connection, that everybody connected to this
area learns new ways of cooperation and co-creation, so that we can
together support each other and support the best to happen for the
benefit of everybody.”
“The story of Boč continues in our project too: Something that came out in
dialoguing about what’s possible with SoS project, somebody shared that
Slovenia is a space where you need to come out as who you are. So many
people are active in associations, at village level, etc. That was a reflection
of the locals. Even though this insight came from our guests who are just
visiting us. Even when I come as a foreigner, something is calling me to
find my self-expression. This is one of the strengths of Slovenia. Boč
project is somehow manifesting this as well. Regarding next steps – the
next phase is to harvest this together within the community, during the
learning village that is following next week. To harvest the content – what













has been contributed here – as well as how were we meeting here, and
what is this telling us about next steps. Also, what can this mean for the
larger whole – what is Slovenia holding on behalf of the larger whole.
Those who will be here during the next few days – and everyone else – is
invited into the harvest of the next levels and I promise to share this
further.”
“Integral green Slovenia – in this way I am trying to make this idea more
familiar, because this was the main question that rose from our dialogues.
How to bring this project and vision closer to people and enable them to
take ownership – this is the only way the project can become successful.
The idea for Slovenia to become a new model of society and economy,
which will work for Slovenia, for Europe and for the world. It became
obvious that my quest is really to change the world. I hope we can
continue connecting all these beautiful projects of ours that were
presented here, and that you will be able to come to the conference in
September in which we will try to make this visible to the world, and
bring it closer to our people, empower them to start with a new phase of
development.”
“This project – triangle of local development, youth employment and
potential of the area – what emerged is the question: how to create
conditions for forming a team to carry this project further.”
“I learned why Slovenia is a good country to collect beautiful moments in.
Some interesting questions came up about exchange – so Thank you!
“Alternative to Euros in exchange for energy and connecting. I realised
that instead of looking to put that aside, it was more important how to
complement it, or improve what is. I realised that what I wanted to work
for personally is something that I cannot do alone, should not do alone.
It’s something Slovene that I picked up here. It looked so difficult when I
thought I had to do it alone! I also realised – looking for solution – I know
someone back where you come from who’s doing it already! It’s enough to
look around!”
“It’s about money – years ago, I thought it was replacement, now I see that
it’s something new coming into existence between us that enables new
ways of cooperation. New ways of exchanging services, empowering
people and communities to express their potential. Thanks to all who
came – come back to self, ask for help for things that I should not do for
myself, not only supporting others. “
“This idea which has been alive in me for 40 years has started to ground
now. My whole body is vibrating with joy to see how this paradise is
starting to emerge on earth. I also wish that everybody can tap into this
energy that is channelled – one of these points in Slovenia is Boč, that I
love. There are many other points in the world… all souls in the world, we
welcome you in the portals of mountains near Brnik Airport. We already
have support from the government and European funds – every day more
people join the project. The impulse has come from the US, please open
the sacred space. “
“Gratitude to those who helped with the urban farm project. Especially to
Vesna who shared her experience of an urban farm in Australia. All the
people in the neighbourhood need to fall in love with the farm. Then they

will support it to become part of the area. Why not try to implement the
Australian model in Slovenia. We need supporters, and a project plan to
carry this out. We won’t be able to do it in one year, but in 2 years, which
means we’ll need more financial support!”
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